
COKE/ DIET COKE/
LEMONADE I £3.00
PINEAPPLE JUICE I £3.00
ORANGE JUICE I £3.00
MANGO JUICE I £3.00
FRESH PASSION FRUIT JUICE I £4.50
ROSE MILKSHAKE I £3.00
ROSE MILKSHAKE
WITH ICE CREAM I £3.50
FALUDA I £3.95

BOILED RICE  I £3.95
PILAU RICE  I £4.95
JEERA RICE  I £4.95
HYDRABADI BIRYANI I £7.95
SHARMILEE SPECIAL BIRYANI I £7.95
ROTI (Butter & Dry)  I £0.80
PURI  I £0.80
SPINACH PURI  I £0.90
MASALA PURI  I £0.90
PARATHA  I £2.00
STUFFED PARATHA (Aloo)  I £2.50

I MENU I

RICE & SUNDRIES IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

DRINKS IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

We know that the only way to ensure real flavour in food is to use 
quality ingredients. So every dish that leaves our kitchen is packed 

full of fresh ingredients and authentic spices.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

FOOD ALLERGIES & INTOLERANCES: 
before ordering please speak to our staff about your requirements. 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII CONTACT US NOW IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
info@sharmilee.co.uk   /   www.sharmilee.co.uk

Sweetmart: 0116 266 8471   /   Restaurant: 0116 261 0503

All food subject to availability

RESTAURANT

BHATURA  I £1.25
NAAN (Butter & Dry)  I £2.50
KADHI  I £3.95
DAL  I £3.95
SAMBHARO  I £2.95
PLAIN YOGHURT  I £2.00
ONION SALAD  I £3.95
GREEN SALAD  I £3.95
MIXED SALAD  I £3.95
CUCUMBER RAITA  I £2.95
POPPADUM (Roasted or Fried) I £0.95

SWEET LASSI I £3.25
SALT LASSI I £3.25
MANGO LASSI I £3.25
J2O I £3.00
(Orange Passion, Apple Mango, Apple Rasberry)

STILL MINERAL WATER I £2.50
SPARKLING WATER I £2.50
TONIC WATER I £3.50
SODA WATER I £3.50
GINGER ALE I £3.50

COKE/ DIET COKE/
LEMONADE I £12.00
PINEAPPLE JUICE I £12.00

JUGS IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
ORANGE JUICE I £12.00
MANGO JUICE I £12.00
FRESH PASSION FRUIT JUICE I £18.00

KINGFISHER 660ML I £4.95
KINGFISHER 330ML I £3.95
COBRA 660ML I £4.95
COBRA 330ML I £3.95

BOTTLE BEERS IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
TUSKER 500ML I £4.95
BECKS 330ML I £3.95
HOLSTEN PILS 330ML I £3.95
BUDWEISER 330ML I £3.95

MALIBU I (S) £3.50 (D) £5.50
SOUTHERN
COMFORT I (S) £3.50 (D) £5.50
BAILEYS I (S) £3.50 (D) £5.50
BACARDI I (S) £3.50 (D) £5.50
VODKA I (S) £3.50 (D) £5.50

SPIRITS IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
VODKA I (S) £3.50 (D) £5.50
COURVOISIER I (S) £3.50 (D) £5.50
BLACK LABEL I (S) £3.50 (D) £5.50
JACK DANIELS I (S) £3.50 (D) £5.50
MARTELL I (S) £3.50 (D) £5.50
GORDON’S DRY GIN I (S) £3.50 (D) £5.50

ENGLISH TEA I £1.75
INDIAN TEA I £2.25
INDIAN MASALA TEA I £2.25
INDIAN COFFEE I £2.25
AMERICANO (Black Coffee)  I £2.25
ESPRESSO I £1.85

TEA & COFFEE IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
CAFFE LATTE   I £2.25
CAPPUCCINO   I £2.25
LATTE MACCHIATO   I £2.25
MOCHACCINO   I £2.25
HOT CHOCOLATE   I £2.25

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Online delivery available!

SINCE 1973, SHARMILEE HAS PROVIDED THE MOST DELICIOUS, MOUTH-WATERING 
INDIAN SWEETS AND SAVOURIES TO COUNTLESS THOUSANDS FROM OUR SHOP ON 

BELGRAVE ROAD. THE COLOURS AND VARIETY OF OUR TREATS IS ENDLESS AND 
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY WILL ENJOY THE TASTE OF INDIA . ALL ITEMS ARE FRESHLY 

PREPARED IN OUR EXQUISITE KITCHEN USING THE FINEST INGREDIENTS.

ORDER SWEETS & SAVOURIES ONLINE FOR ANY OCCASION! FROM OUR KITCHEN TO YOUR KITCHEN!
NEXT DAY DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE UK - WWW.SHARMILEE.CO.UK

                G
UARANTEED

   
   

  SA
TISFACTION

 

100%
PREMIUM QUALITY

 Why not let us 
cater your next 
special event?

ICE CREAM 1 SCOOP I £1.50
ICE CREAM 2 SCOOPS I £2.50
ICE CREAM 3 SCOOPS I £3.50
GULAB JAMUN I £3.95

DESSERTS IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
SHRIKHAND I £3.95
RAS MALAI I £4.00
MANGO RAS I £2.95



STARTERS IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
CHIPS   I £3.50
CHILLI CHIPS   I £4.25
HARE BARE KEBAB I £4.50
Finger sized kebabs made with green peas, spinach, fenugreek and grated paneer mixed with 
spices and served with a sweet and spicy sauce 

ALOO TIKKI  I £4.50
Authentic deep-fried potato cakes, lightly spiced served with our very own sweet and spicy sauce 

PANEER TIKKA  I £4.50
Famous Indian cheese marinated in a tandoori paste then gently charred with green 
capsicums and onions served with a cool mint sauce and salad 

CRISPY BHAJI   I £5.95
Sliced potato strips deep-fried in a gram flour batter consisting of freshly ground spices and 
coriander then topped with chilli powder and garam masala served with a sweet and spicy 
sauce

DAHI PURI  I £5.50
Fried puff-pastry hollow balls filled with spiced mashed potato, with a mixture of lentils, 
peanuts, chickpeas, rice crisps and onions then topped with a array of Sharmilee’s special 
sauces and yogurt, topped with crunchy sev and coriander

SEV PURI  I £5.50
Fried puff-pastry hollow balls filled with spiced mashed potato, with a mixture of lentils, 
peanuts, chickpeas, rice crisps and onions then topped with a array of Sharmilee’s special 
sauces, topped with crunchy sev and coriander 

PANI PURI I £4.95
Delicate hollow crispy whole wheat balls served with chickpeas, 

potato, onion and coriander infused with spices and served 
with our khajur (dates) chutney

and famous chilli, coriander and fresh mint sauce

BHEL     I £4.95
Mixture of lentils, peanuts, chickpeas, rice crisps 

&potatoes mixed with a variety of sauces 

MOGO   I £4.50
Sliced cassava deep-fried till crispy served 
with tamarind sauce

MARI MOGO   I £5.25
Sliced cassava deep-fried till crispy then 
tossed with black pepper, red chilli
flakes and a hint of lemon juice

CHILLI MOGO    I £5.25
Sliced cassava deep-fried till crispy then 

tossed in our special chilli sauce 

 DAHI VADA I £4.75
Lentil dumplings covered in yogurt and topped 

with chilli powder, coriander and a sweet tamarind 
sauce 

SHARMILEE’S SPECIAL CHAAT I £5.95
Our special chaat consists of crispy puri, samosa, potato, onion, 

sweet yogurt and iceberg lettuce drizzled with sharmilee’s special 
carrot & cucumber chutney

MIX CHAAT I £5.95
Mixture of samosa, dahi vada & chana bateta served with crushed puris, sweet and chilli sauce 
then topped with yogurt and our very own special chaat masala powder and spices 

GUJARATI SAMOSA 2 Pcs  I £2.95
Made with mix vegetables in our very own homemade spices, covered in a thin and crispy pastry

PUNJABI SAMOSAS 2 Pcs  I £3.50 
Handmade crispy deep-fried pastry filled with potatoes and green peas flavored with fresh spices

KACHORI 4 Pcs  I £4.25 
Handmade crispy deep-fried pastry filled with lentils and green peas flavoured
with fresh Indian spices

SIZZLER’S IIIIIIIII
PANEER SHASHLIK   I £12.95
Our famous grilled paneer tikka cubes mixed with 
peppers and onions in a dry spicy sauce

SWEET & SOUR SIZZLING PANEER   I £12.95
Paneer cooked with onions, mushrooms and 
capsicums in a sweet and sour
sauce served on a sizzling platter 

PANEER SIZZLER    I £11.95
Paneer cubes marinated in delectable array of sauces 
and spices then cooked with onions and peppers 
served on a sizzling platter

MIX VEGETABLE SIZZLER     I £10.95
Mixture of vegetables marinated in a 
delectable array of sauces and spices
served on a sizzling platter

INDO-CHINESE IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
CHILLI PANEER  I £8.95
Paneer cooked with chillies, peppers in a Indo-Chinese sauce

MANCHURIAN  I £8.95
Sharmilee’s famous mixed vegetable dumplings infused in a tangy and spicy Indo-Chinese sauce 

CHILLI MUSHROOMS  I £8.95
Mushrooms with chilies mix peppers Chinese style 

AUBERGINE STIR FRY  I £8.95
Crispy aubergine prepared with soya sauce

FRIED RICE   I £6.75
Steamed rice stir fried in a wok with Chinese 
spices 

PANEER FRIED RICE   I £7.50
Steamed rice stir fried in a wok with small 
cubes of paneer 

VEG FRIED RICE     I £7.00
Steamed rice stir fried in a wok with fresh 
mix vegetables and spices 

MUSHROOM FRIED RICE    I £7.50
Steamed rice stir fried in a wok with fresh 
mushrooms

VEG SZECHWAN FRIED RICE  I £7.95 
Steamed Rice stir fried in a wok with fresh mix vegetables and a 
fiery Szechwan sauce

PLAIN CHOW MEIN NOODLES   I £6.50
Lightly seasoned noodles cooked with soya sauce, a great choice for kids 

VEG HAKKA NOODLES   I £7.50
A popular Indian street food consisting of colorful fresh vegetables and noodles all stir fried in 
a high flame tossed with spices

SZECHWAN NOODLES   I £7.95
Cooked the same as above but this time in Sharmilee’s very own Szechwan sauce 

PANEER CURRIES IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
PANEER TIKKA MASALA   I £7.95
Sharmilee’s famous marinated paneer cubes gently grilled with onion and peppers then 
cooked in our chefs special thick red creamy masala sauce topped with coriander and fresh 
ginger

PANEER TAWA MASALA  I £7.95
Hot and spicy paneer curry cooked with peppers, onions and tomatoes

PANEER MAKHANI  I £7.95
Cubes of cottage cheese cooked with butter and groundnuts in a creamy tomato sauce

MUTTER PANEER  I £7.25
This North Indian curry is made with mutter (peas) and paneer in creamy blend of spices 

PANEER KARAI  I £7.95
Paneer cooked with mix peppers, corianders leaves and spring onions served in a karai

PALAK PANEER  I £7.95
Paneer cooked in a spinach gravy with mixed spices 

PANEER JALFREZI  I £7.95
Paneer cooked with chopped capsicum, onions and tomatoes to create a very tasty and  
flavoursome dish

PANEER HYDRABADI  I £7.95 
Sharmilee’s famous paneer cubes gently fried and tossed in a creamy nutty curry sauce

PANEER BUTTER MASALA  I £7.95 
Fried cottage cheese cooked with butter sauce and finished with cream.

VEGETABLE CURRIES IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
SHARMILEE SPECIAL KARAI  I £7.95

Seasonal vegetables cooked with mix peppers & paneer, 
coriander leaves and spring onions served in a karai 

HARE BARE KEBAB KOFTA I £8.95
Our famous Hare Bare Kebabs served in 
a special thick sauce

VEGETABLE KOFTA I £7.95 
A great combination of mix vegetables with 
spices then gently fried, served in a special   
thick gravy

MALAI KOFTA I £8.95
A creamy and rich preparation of cottage cheese 

and potatoes dumplings

ALOO TAWA MASALA   I £7.50
Hot and spicy potato curry cooked with pepper, onions 

and tomatoes 

 ALOO PALAK  I £7.25
Potatoes cooked in spinach gravy with fresh indian spices 

DAHL FRY I £6.95
A thick lentil based soup; simple and great tasting is 
all that can be said about this excellent dish 

DAHL MAHARANI  I £6.95
A urad dal (black lentil) and rajma (kidney beans) 
preparation enrich with fresh cream

CHANA MASALA   I £7.50
A classic North Indian chickpea dish cooked in 
tomato gravy 

CHOLE BHATURA I £6.95
Chana Masala served with two large bhatura’s and 
onion salad

SHARMILEE SPECIAL ALOO  I £7.50
Fresh Potatoes cooked with a combination of green & red 
peppers and onion in our chefs special gravy

VEGETABLE JALFREZI   I £7.50
Array of vegetables embodied in a mildly spiced gravy

BENGAN BHARTHA   I £7.95
This famous North Indian dish is made using baked eggplant that is then cooked with onion, 
tomato, ginger and Sharmilee’s special spices

BENGAN HYDRABADI  I £7.95
Aubergine chopped then cooked in a yoghurt and mustard curry sauce

BHINDI MASALA   I £7.95
Okra also known as ladyfingers lightly spiced and then cooked in tomato gravy

KASHMIRI DUM ALOO  I £7.95
Baby potatoes cooked with special masala in our chef’s rich and hearty creamy sauce

SOYA KEEMA MUTTER   I £7.95 
A special medium spicy soya mince and green peas curry infused with freshly made spices

SOUTH INDIAN IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
All South Indian dishes are served with our fresh coconut chutney, chilli and
coriander chutney and our famous lentil and mixed vegetable soup

PLAIN DOSA   I £4.95 
Thin crispy pancake made from rice and lentil

MASALA DOSA   I £5.95
Thin crispy pancake made from rice and lentil, filled with
mouth watering blends of potatoes and onions

PANEER DOSA   I £6.25
Prepared the same as above but this time topped with a healthy serving of grated paneer

SPECIAL UTTAPAM   I £5.75
Thick pancake topped with onions, fresh tomatoes and peppers

PANEER UTTAPAM   I £5.95
Thick pancake topped with onions, fresh tomatoes, peppers and grated paneer

PLAIN UTTAPAM   I £4.95
Plain thick pancake

THALI IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
SHARMILEE’S SPECIAL THALI I £9.95
A full traditional 3 course Indian meal, 

includes 2 curries, 2 pieces of
savouries, chutney, poppadum and 

fried salad (sambharo), Choice of Dal
or Kadhi; Boiled or Pilau Rice; 3 Roti or 

4 Puri (Plain, Spinach or Masala) or
Bhatura; Shrikhand, Gulab Jamun or 

Mango Ras 

Try our 

Delicious 

- Buffet -

MONDAY - CLOSED

MONDAY BANK HOLIDAY I £10.95 

TUESDAY - FRIDAY I £7.95

WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY I 2 FOR £14.00 

SATURDAY - SUNDAY I £10.95

WEEKDAYS 12PM - 3:30PM 

SATURDAY 12PM - 8PM

SUNDAY 12PM - 5PM

Dear Guest, to discourage unnecessary

food waste, regretfully, we will

charge £3.00/plate for excess

food left over.

PAU BHAJI IIIII
PAU BHAJI I £6.50

Mashed potato and vegetables blended 
with herbs and spices served with hot 

toasted buns

PANEER PAU BHAJI I £6.95
Cooked as the above with grated paneer

CHEESE PAU BHAJI I £6.95
Cooked as the above 

with grated cheese

PAU I 50P

All products contain traces of nuts  •  All food subject to availability

 VEGAN   GLUTEN   PEANUTS   NUTS

ASK YOUR SERVER WHAT FOODS CAN BE MADE WITHOUT ONION AND GARLIC
   MUSTARD  SOYA  CELERY   MILK


